LIST OF COMPANIES ATTENDING – CICLOPE FESTIVAL 2014

100% Halal
539090 Filmproductions GmbH
76 Limited
A Productions
Academy Films
ACNE GmbH
Adformatie
Adidas
AdSpur
Adstream
Advertising Production Resources, Inc.
Agosto
Alt VFX
AME Music Amsterdam
Animated Storyboards
Anomaly
Another Tongue
AOI Pro
APA
Art Rebel 9, d.o.o.
Artbox
Artbox Ads
Artists Group
Audentity
B-reel
B-Reel
Bacon
BakeryFilms
BBDO
BBDO Germany
BBH-London
Beet.tv
Beleza Film
Benjamin F. Wieg
Berlinale
BerlinFashionFilmFestival
Betti Berlin
Big Fish
Bistro Films
Bleed
Blink
Blur Producciones
Bluwi Music & Sounddesign GbR
Bonkers
Borghi/Lowe
brandnewmusic GmbH
Brenninkmeijer&Isaacs
BRL Rechtsanwälte
Bubbles Film GmbH
Buma in Motion
BUTTER music + sound
Camino Media
Canada
Cap Gun Collective Ltd
Carolin Frontzek
Caviar Content
Caviar Digital
Caviar Paris
Cine Plus
Cine Tirol Film Commission
Cinematographe.de
Cobblestone
Coca Cola Europe
Coca Cola Germany
Cool Shotfilms
Crispin Porter & Bogusky
Curious Films
Cut + Run Ltd
Czar NL
Daniel Pemberton
Dazed
DBC - Driven by Creatives
DDB Berlin GmbH
DDB Germany
Debut Creative Business
Deluxe Spain
Desigual
Director
Doity Produktion GmbH
Dreinull
Droga5
Dynamofilms
Eclectic/Syncbubble
Element E
Emote Productions
Eric Van Wyke
Factory
Factory Studios Ltd
Fat Lady Film
Faust GmbH
FCB
Film Arche
Film Kolektiv
Filmmaker
Filmmaster Productions
Filmproductions gmbh
Fin Design
Finch
Finch Factor
Finger Music
FLX
Fox Devil Films
Framestore
Freelance
Fresco Films
G-STAR
Garlic Films
Glasswork UK
Glassworks Amsterdam
Glassworks Barcelona
Global Production Network
Glow communication GmbH
Goodgate (with exhibition stand)
GPN
Gran Central Record Studios
Grandma
Gwantsi
Hakuhodo
Hanna Maria Heidrich
Harvest PostProduction
Hawai Films
Heimat
HEJ PR
Henry
Herngren
House of Halo
Hungryman
Iconoclast
Important Looking Pirates
Independent Films
Indigo Production
Ingreme
ISD Group
Jelly London
Jennifer Cursio
Jimmy Lee
John Bentham
John Bretherton
Jung von Matt
JWT NY
Jyoti Film uG
Kaltblut
Katherine Downs
KFTV
Kid Brother Filmproduktion UG
Knucklehead
Kryolan
La Casa Films (with exhibition stand)
La Web de Canada
Labhouse
Landia
LBB
Leland Music
Leo Burnett
Liga01
Los Notarios
Love Savage
LoveStone
Made in Lisbon
Madre
Maga&Seba
Mamma Team (with exhibition stand)
Mark Eley
MarkenFilm
Marshall Street Editors
MassiveMusic
Mc Kinsey
McCann Erickson Germany
MediaMonks
Metropolis Films
Miami Adschool
Minivegas (with exhibition stand)
Miros Films
Miss-Smith
Mitte 30
Moodpark
Moonwalk
Social Club
Soundscape
SourceECreative
StationFilm
Stillking Films
Stink
Stink GmbH
Stinkdigital
Story: We produce
Studio Dekeuken
Sunny London
Supergoober
Supply & Demand
Sweet Films
Tantor
Taopalsson
Tempomedia
Terminal Production
The Ambassadors
The Beak Street Bugle
The Directors Bureau
The Lift Mexico (with exhibition stand)
The Local Production Company
The Location Guide
The Lover
The Magic (with exhibition stand)
The Marmelade
The Mill
The Motel
The Quarry
The Sweet Shop
Thjnk
Thomas Thomas
Three Wise Monkeys
Tony Petersen Film
Tracks & Fields
Trigger Happy
Trixter Film
True motion pictures GmbH
Twentyfour-seven
Twin Film
UAB Grandma Enterprise
Ulla Vogel
Vagabond Films
Vollmilch Commercials GmbH
WallDecaux
Wanda Germany
Wanda Paris
Watchmen Productions GmbH
We Are Magic
Well Made Studio
WerbeWeischer GmbH
Wink Films
Wiredrive
WK Amsterdam
Woodwork Music
YDA/ CFP-E
Yessian Music
Zohar International